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Abstract
The short-lived Ukrainian armed volunteer movement and its interaction with electoral politics, in some
regards did, and in other regards, did not fit patterns observed in research into irregular armed groups
(IAGs). The brief life span of most Ukrainian IAGs as more or less independent actors, and their swift
integration into Ukraine’s regular forces during the years 2014–2015, were both unusual. They were also one
of the reasons for the relatively low political impact of the IAGs as such - a repercussion that is in contrast to
the partly impressive individual political careers of some IAG commanders in 2014–2019. There were
various forms of interpenetration of parties with IAGs in post-Euromaidan Ukraine. Certain parties,
political activists, and MPs took part in the creation and development of IAGs in 2014. Some – to that
point, mostly minor - politicians became soldiers or commanders of IAGs. Subsequently, a number of IAG
members transited into the party-political realm, either joining older parties or creating new political
organizations.
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It must be like the Maidan, but with military means.
–Arsen Avakov, Minister of Internal Affairs, on the emerging volunteer battalions in 2014

(Hladka et al. 2016, 85)

This article investigates the interaction between, on the one hand, post-Euromaidan Ukraine’s
main political parties and, on the other, the new irregular armed groups (IAGs) that sprang up in
connection with the unfolding war in the Donets’ Basin (Donbas).1 Having emerged in spring-
autumn 2014, the IAGs largely disappeared as a politically relevant phenomenon by the end of 2015.
We highlight the Ukrainian political parties’ role in the formation and absorption of individual and
collective actors within the armed volunteer movement emerging in 2014, drawing upon numerous
Ukrainian primary sources, media outlets, expert analyses, and political blogs. We also conducted a
number of interviews, with some former irregular fighters and contemporary politicians in Kyiv.

As the number of political andmilitary organizations as well as of persons dealt with here is high,
the article is more descriptive than analytical. It only scratches the surface of the larger issue of the
role of the IAGs for Ukraine’s domestic affairs after the Euromaidan. An in-depth investigation into
the IAGs’ general political relevance during 2014–2015, when they existed as more or less
independent units, demands further exploration. This article seeks to provide a descriptive starting
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point for more issue-focused research on the IAGs’ political role in early post-Euromaidan history,
and their possible impact on decisionmakingwithin legislative and executive organs on the national
and subnational levels. Our article is part of a larger multiauthor, trilateral research project called
“Collective Action of Non-State ArmedGroups in the Ukrainian Conflict,”within which additional
articles have been prepared on such issues as, for example, the prehistory, emergence, development,
human rights abuses, media representation, and veteran organizations of the IAGs. That is why our
below investigation is narrowly focused on only one aspect of the Ukraine’s post-Soviet armed
volunteer movement and leaves out various other relevant facets of its development dealt with in
other articles and chapters forthcoming within this larger project.

The article’s primary purpose is to provide a “who’s who” of Ukraine’s post-Euromaidan IAGs,
as well as to explore political parties’ personnel interpenetration with the so-called dobrobaty – the
commonly used abbreviation for dobrovol’chi batal’ony (volunteer battalions). We describe or
elaborate on transitions of IAGmembers from politics into the dobrobaty and vice versa. While we
leave the answer to the question about the overall role of the IAGs in early post-Euromaidan politics
open, in the conclusions wemake some tentative suggestions on this contentious topic based on our
research so far.

For practical and substantive reasons, the article focuses largely on the outgoing 7th Verkhovna
Rada (Supreme Council, the parliament of Ukraine) that had been in service until November
27, 2014, as well as the 8th Verkhovna Rada elected on October 25, 2014, and disbanded on August
29, 2019. We also provide below a brief note on IAG representatives in the 9th Verkhovna Rada,
which was elected on July 21, 2019, and in which the role of former IAG members decreased
sharply. By 2019 the phenomenon of IAGs had almost entirely disappeared fromUkrainian politics,
with only some small exceptions mentioned below. An exploration of the fate of former IAG
members beyond the exchange of political elites that happened in 2019 would thus be a study of war
veterans rather than active or recent fighters, a topic also of interest but not covered here.

From Social Activism to Armed Resistance – and Back
Ukraine’s IAGs emerged in 2014 as partly spontaneously and partly state-guided new paramil-
itary formations. The seemingly grassroot creation of a whole number of IAGs was, in fact,
encouraged, triggered, supported, or even organized by various government officials (Chalavan
interview 2017). Soon after the main groups had been established, the Ukrainian state started –
from approximately late summer 2014 onward – to coopt, integrate, turn, or disperse the new
IAGs into regular companies, battalions, regiments, and brigades subordinated to the Ministries
of Defense and Interior. As exhilarating as the mushrooming of IAGs was throughout 2014, as
astonishing was their nearly complete disappearance as a relatively separate and large phenom-
enon by 2015.

The prominence that some activists from the armed volunteer movement have gained in early
post-Euromaidan Ukrainian national politics is, to a considerable degree, build on the really or
allegedly important role that this movement played or is said to have played during the early war
period, especially in the volatile months from approximately April to September 2014. In spite of
their improvised nature, the first volunteer troops – rather than the regular army that was largely
dysfunctional at that time – are credited to have, between late spring and early autumn 2014, saved
Eastern Ukraine from being overrun by Russia-directed irregular and, in late August through early
September 2014, regular forces.

To be sure, the exact degree of the IAGs’ real military relevance is a disputed matter in Ukraine.
Yet, a notable impact of the IAGs has been asserted by Ukrainian governmental officials (UNIAN
2017), claimed by representatives of the involved right-wing groups (Pravyy sektor 2017c), and
argued by certain experts alike (Francis 2015). There is a widely shared cross-societal perception
that the dobrobaty saved Ukraine as a state in mid-2014.
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This real or presumed savior role of the IAGs, after the Euromaidan revolution, elicited then and
has continued to elicit since considerable social popularity, public trust, and political support for the
initially nonstate fighters in particular, as well as for all soldiers employed within Ukraine’s Anti-
Terrorist Operation Zone (ATO, the official name of the action until 2018)more generally. This was
so much so that the majority of competitive parties actively induced former or still active
combatants to join their electoral lists for the October 2014 parliamentary and October 2015 local
elections. For instance, according to a study by the prominent NGO Committee of Voters of
Ukraine, support from and for ATO fighters was one of the most important topics in the electoral
campaigns of the parties for the 2015 local elections (VNO "Komitet vybortsiv Ukrainy" 2015).

What follows is a cursory survey of Ukrainian parliamentary and other relevant parties as well as
their engagement with the post-Euromaidan IAGs. We briefly introduce the parties and outline
their interpenetration and interactions with IAGs. In the conclusions, we extract from this overview
some possible implications of the evidence for a broader assessment of the dobrobaty’s political role.

Right-Wing Parties and Their Paramilitary Arms
Although they continue to form a family of relatively minor Ukrainian political groupings, such
parties as the Right Sector, Svoboda (Freedom), and National Corps as well as their involvement in
the fighting in the Donbas are worth considering here first and foremost (Likhachov 2020). That is
because the organizational connection between them and some new IAGs, as sketched out below,
was and, partly, still is particularly close. The Right Sector claims to have lost about 60–70members
in combat (Skoropads’kyy interview 2017), Svoboda over 50 members (Syrotiuk 2017), and the
Azov Battalion (later: Regiment) 39 members (Zvarych interview 2018).

Pravyy Sektor (Right Sector)

At its inception as an informal network of Euromaidan activists in late November 2013, the Right
Sector consisted of several dozen people, mainly men. The later official press secretary of the Right
Sector, Artem Skoropads’kyy (whose real surname is Bychkov), stated that his group had around
70 members on December 1, 2013, mainly coming from an older nationalist paramilitary grouplet
named Stepan Bandera All-Ukrainian Organization 00Tryzub00 (Trident), founded by the micro-
party Congress of Ukrainian Nationalists in 1993, and led between 2005 and 2013 by Dmytro
Yarosh (b. 1971) from the East Ukrainian and largely Russian-speaking Dnipropetrovs’k oblast’.
The active core of the Right Sector, during the Euromaidan, consisted of about 150 people
(Skoropads’kyy interview 2017).

As the protests unfolded and clashes with law enforcement officers became more frequent and
violent, the character of the uprising and outlooks of the protesters becamemore radical in January–
February 2014 (Demokratychni initsiatyvy 2014). Nevertheless, the number of Right Sector
members increased only moderately to about 300–500 people toward the end of the uprising
(Likhachov 2018). For instance, on January 19, 2014, the Right Sector had, according to Skor-
opads’kyy (interview 2017), around 400 members. In spring 2014, the number of Right Sector
branches throughout Ukraine using, withmore or less justification, this new brand name grew, for a
while, rapidly in connection with the unfolding conflict in the east. In July 2014, at a rally,
Skoropads’kyy declared that the organization was ready to send 5,000 soldiers to the ATO zone
(Ukrinform 2014).

As in the case of the non- or less ideological self-defense units on the Euromaidan, the Right
Sector’s experience and bonding during the Euromaidan protests from December 2013 to February
2014 regained relevance, after the initially civil conflict in EasternUkraine in early 2014 had, as a result
of Russian mingling, turned into in an armed confrontation in April 2014. The first Right Sector
volunteers arrived in theATOarea already inApril 2014 andwere largely associatedwith the so-called
Dnipro-2 battalion (Viter 2015). This initial group of Right Sector fighters consisted of around
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150men (Skoropads’kyy interview 2017). The official creation of a separate unit calledDobrovolchyy
ukrains’kyy korpus “Pravyy sektor” (Volunteer Ukrainian Corps “Right Sector,”DUK) happened on
July 17, 2014. The Right Sector’s Euromaidan leader Dmytro Yarosh became also the DUK’s first
military commander. How serious Yarosh’s repeated attempts to integrate the DUK into theMinistry
of Defense’s troops indeed was disputed (Viter 2015). The Corps’s fighters, on many occasions,
accused the government of malevolence toward their unit (Pravyy sektor 2017c).

At the time when the DUK was formed, Dmytro Yarosh emerged also as the unofficial
presidential candidate of the, by then, properly registered new party Right Sector, created on
March 22, 2014. Yarosh ran as a formally independent candidate, yet he clearly represented his
party. In any case, Yarosh only received 0.7% in the presidential elections ofMay 25, 2014, while the
Right Sector won 1.8% during the parliamentary elections on October 25, 2014. The party and
Yarosh’s program promised to secure that “state status [would] be granted to the Volunteer
Ukrainian Corps” (Tsentralna vyborcha komisiia 2014a). Yaroshwas the only Right Sectormember
who entered parliament by virtue of winning a single-member district in the Dnipropetrovs’ka
oblast’, his native region (Tsentralna vyborcha komisiia 2014c).

There were, early on, allegations that the Right Sector had ties with the infamous oligarchs
Dmytro Firtash and Ihor Kolomois’kyy (Naiem 2014). At least concerning Kolomois’kyy, the claim
about his initial financial support for the DUK is plausible (Yarosh 2014). Yarosh himself had once
acknowledged that Borys Filatov and Hennadiy Korban, Kolomois’kyy’s one-time close business
partners, in cooperation with the regional Right Sector activist Andriy Denysenko, “made every-
thing possible” to enable their first military operation (Hladka et al. 2016, 282). Filatov, the later
mayor of the city of Dnipro (formerly Dnipropetrovs’k), called the Right Sector members “our
partners and friends” and announced that they would “support each other” during the 2015 local
elections (UKROP 2018). Yet, the Right Sector ultimately decided against participating in those
elections (BBC Ukraina 2015b).

In November 2015, Yarosh stepped down as party leader, following an internal conflict with
other top party officials. The latter accused him of unwillingness to “return to a revolutionary path”
of the party (112.ua 2015). Subsequently, Yarosh and his followers created a new party called
Derzhavnyts’ka initsiatyva Yarosha (Statist Initiative of Yarosh). Yarosh also left theDUK, claiming
that “95%of the volunteers” from theDUKwentwith him to join his newly formed IAG,Ukrains’ka
dobrovol’cha armiia (Ukrainian Volunteer Army, UDA) – a hyperbolic title for a small volunteer
unit, to be sure (Yarosh 2016). In his capacity as an MP (Member of Parliament), Yarosh started to
push a bill in parliament that would legalize the UDA as a separate unit within Ukraine’s army,
preserving its internal hierarchy. Though his IAG remained outside Ukrainian regular armed
forces, Yarosh stressed that the UDA is “fully subjugated to the [national military] command” and
that there are thus “no conflict situations” (Yarosh 2016). Whereas the Right Sector preserved its
antisystemic stance, Yarosh’s new microparty Statist Initiative moved away from outrightly
revolutionary rhetoric.

The parts of the DUK and Right Sector not leaving with Yarosh came under the commands of
Andriy Stempits’kyy andAndriy Tarasenko, respectively. These were and are, in contrast to Yarosh,
both figures largely unknown to the Ukrainian public (Stempits’kyy 2017). There has not been
much official documentation from the DUK on its activities since 2015. Until 2018, the Right
Sector’s website had hosted only four entries regarding DUK’s military record after August 2015
when the respective rubric “Na fronti” (On the Frontlines) had been eliminated as a separate
section (Pravyy sektor 2017b).

The Right Sector’s website labels the post-Euromaidan Ukrainian leadership an “internal
occupant” (Pravyy sektor 2017a). In connection with the split of the organization, Artem Skor-
opads’kyy (alias Bychkov), the party’s Russian-speaking press secretary from Sevastopol,
announced that the Right Sector consists of “professional revolutionaries” ready to become “the
vanguard of this revolution when it starts” (Facenews 2015). He explained that the Right Sector had
“parted with Yarosh” since, unlike him, the party views “parliamentary battles as absolutely
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secondary,” “speaks about the need for revolution,” and opposes “left-liberal” values (Kuzmenko
2016b). The Right Sector continued to view “lustration of the government, […] Maidan’s demands
of just life, […] Maidan’s demands of social standards,” as its goals and its fight as a continuation of
the Euromaidan.

The post-Euromaidan government was criticized for its alleged “political terror against volun-
tary battalions, [and] political pressure onto volunteers” (Lashchenko 2015). Among other public
activities, the Right Sector appealed, for instance, in 2016 to “all battalions” to protest that year’s
LGBT pride parade in Kyiv (Lashchenko 2015). Already in 2015, however, the Right Sector had
become a distinctly marginal phenomenon in Ukrainian public life. By 2019, the once prominent
grouping had all but disappeared from the media space.

Vseukrains’ke ob’ednannia “Svoboda” (All-Ukrainian Union “Freedom”)

The Freedom party, or Svoboda, is the oldest among themore or less significant Ukrainian far-right
forces. In 2004, it emerged as a result of a purposeful rebranding of the East Galician ultranationalist
fringe group Social-National Party of Ukraine. The Freedom party came to prominence in 2012
when it entered, and formed its own faction in, Ukraine’s Verkhovna Rada, after a surprise result of
10.44% in the proportional part of that year’s parliamentary elections (Likhachev 2013). During the
Euromaidan, Svoboda’s chairman, Oleh Tiahnybok, was one of the most prominent speakers on
Kyiv’s Independence Square. In 2014, the Freedom Party was, for several months, the minor
coalition party of Ukraine’s first post-Euromaidan government.

In the October 2014 parliamentary elections, however, Svoboda won only 4.71% in the propor-
tional part of the voting. Thus, like the Right Sector, it failed to pass the 5% threshold. While
Svobodamanaged to send six directly elected deputies to Ukraine’s new post-Euromaidan Supreme
Council, it lost not only its ministers in government but also could not form a new faction in the 8th
Verkhovna Rada. This was a disastrous result after three years of high exposure in Ukrainian mass
media, participation in national political processes, and presence in general public life (Shekhovtsov
2014).

As in the case of the Right Sector, supporters of the Svoboda party had taken an active part in the
Euromaidan’s 2013–2014 peaceful protests and, to a somewhat lesser degree, violent clashes. In
contrast to the Right Sector, there had, however, never been a Svoboda-created volunteer battalion –
not to mention an eponymous battle unit. Instead, Svoboda endorsed the volunteer Sich (Cossack
fort) Special Troops Battalion that was created on June 12, 2014, and moved to the Donbas on
August 26, 2014 (LB.ua 2014; Tiahnybok 2015).

Viktor Chalavan (interview 2017) referred to the example of Svoboda and its leader Oleh
Tiahnybok, in 2014, when reporting that “politicians and civic activists who wanted to help
creating these [volunteer] battalions approached us,” and that Sich was created as a result of such
interaction (Hladka et al. 2016, 92). Above-mentioned Dnipro mayor Filatov claims to have
supported Svoboda activists, in their engagement with Sich, with equipment in the early phases
of the conflict (Hladka et al. 2016, 201). Nevertheless, Oleksandr Pysarenko, the commander of
Sich in 2015, clarified: “We are called ‘Svoboda’s battalion’ because, when we formed, Svoboda
helped us a lot […] not the state gave us [the equipment], Svoboda bought it with their own
money […]. Yet saying that Svoboda equals Sich is wrong. I have never been a Svoboda
member” (Sazonov 2015).

By February 2015, the party claimed that approximately 500 members were fighting in the
Donbas within the Sich battalion, the Karpats’ka Sich (Carpathian Sich, see below) company, and as
individuals in other units including the battalion “Aidar” (Vseukrains’ke ob’ednannia “Svoboda”
2015; Syrotiuk interview 2017). In late 2015, the Sich special troops battalion was refounded as the
4th Company of the Kyiv Regiment – a police special unit subordinated to the Ministry of the
Interior. The Sich group on the VKontakte social network indicates that this happened on
December 21, 2015 (VKontakte 2015).
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Karpats’ka Sich, a stormtroopers platoon, was created on August 27, 2014. Svoboda announced
that it is “not the antitank devices, but the nationalist ideology which makes the ‘Carpathians’ the
most dangerous enemy of the Russian forces” (Svoboda 2015a). The party admitted that the unit
consisted of “nationalists who could not get into the National Guard, Sich, or other units because of
criminal cases related to […] the Maidan, downing of Lenin memorials, and other political cases”
(Svoboda 2015a). In May 2015, the Carpathian Sich “decided to get legalized” by accepting an offer
to become part of the 93rd Separate Mechanized Brigade of the Ukrainian army, while demanding
to keep the Carpathian Sich as a separate unit inside the brigade. Initially, the military command
agreed. However, in April 2016, the unit was disbanded. Its members either continued service in the
brigade within the regular army structure or resigned (Stek 2016).

On February 9, 2015, during a Svoboda congress, a party suborganization called Lehion
Svobody, with the double meaning “legion of freedom” and “legion of the Freedom party,” was
created (Svoboda 2015c). It had about 1,000 members by 2017 (Syrotiuk interview 2017). The
Legion’s task is to unite party members who were or are fighting in different armed units and to
support them, as well as their families, during and after the war. Oleh Kutsyn, then commander of
the Carpathian Sich, was appointed the Legion’s commander (TSN 2015). Although the Car-
pathian Sich was dissolved and the Sich battalion integrated into the Ministry of Interior’s special
forces, the Legion continues to uphold a link between the Svoboda party and radically nationalist
soldiers, as documented in numerous entries on its Facebook page (Lehion Svobody n.d.). The
party thus retains close and institutionalized ties to members actively serving in Ukraine’s armed
forces.

Svoboda’s 2014 list for the parliamentary elections included, among others, Oleksiy Myrhor-
ods’kyy, a platoon commander within the Ukrainian army’s 22nd Mechanized Infantry Battalion
(Hromadske.ua 2014). Six Svobodamembers wonmandates in single-member districts – one in the
Kyiv, Poltava, Rivne, and Ternopil’s’ka oblast’s, and two in the city of Kyiv. Out of these deputies,
only one, Oleksandr Marchenko, had participated in the Donbas conflict before the elections, and
also served after the elections (Kaliakyna 2015; Svoboda 2015b). In the 2015 local elections, the party
was supported by 6.88% of the voters participating countrywide, thereby increasing somewhat its
support in comparison to the 2014 parliamentary elections and obtaining the fifth largest share of
votes across Ukraine (Ukrains’ka pravda 2015c; Wikipedia 2018). Svoboda won 125 mandates in
regional and local councils, mainly in the Galician Ternopil’s’ka, Ivano-Frankivs’ka, and L’vivs’ka
oblasts.

Aside from Marchenko, notable Svoboda representatives and 2012–2014 members of parlia-
ment who participated, to one degree or another, in the ATO included the (1) former vice-speaker
of the Verkhovna Rada, Ruslan Koshulyns’kyy; (2) younger brother of the party leader, Andriy
Tiahnybok; (3) former deputy head of the Svoboda parliamentary groupOleksiyKaida; and (4) head
of Svoboda’s L’viv branch Markiian Lopachak (Kaliakyna 2015).

Of these, it is known that Andriy Tiahnybok fought in Sich (Nadvirnians’ka Svoboda 2015).
The commander of Sich reported that, during his service, the MP adhered properly to military
orders (Sazonov 2015). Koshulyns’kyy claimed that he had convinced Kaida and Lopachak to
serve in spite of the Ukrainian counterintelligence service’s opposition to their service because of
the risk that a member of the Verkhovna Rada would end up as a captive in Russia (Kuzmenko
2016a).

Another 2012–2014 Svoboda MP who fought in the Donbas within the Sich battalion was Yuriy
Syrotiuk (Nadvirnians’ka Svoboda 2015). Syrotiuk was briefly arrested on September 11, 2015, for
participation in mass protests near the Ukrainian parliament that took place on August, 31, 2015
(Ukrains’ka pravda 2015d). Together with other former SvobodaMPs – Eduard Leonov, Ihor Sabii,
and Ihor Shvaika – Syrotiuk was suspected of organizing this unrest in front of the Verkhovna Rada
(Khomenko 2016). During the clash, a young Sich soldier, Ihor Humeniuk, threw a hand grenade at
a group of police officers, resulting in 141 wounded and 3 killed (Ukrains’ka pravda 2015a, 2018).
Serhiy Krainiak, a Svoboda activist, was suspected of assisting Humeniuk by setting up a
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smokescreen (20 khvylyn 2015). Arsen Avakov, minister of the interior, accused Svoboda of having
consciously planned this attack – an allegation rejected by Svoboda (Ukrains’ka pravda 2018).

Natsional’nyy korpus (National Corps)

TheAzov Battalion was founded as a police special forces battalion onMay 5, 2014, and reorganized
as a regiment on September 17, 2014 (Kondratenko 2014). On November 11, 2014, the Azov
Regiment was made, by an order of the minister of the interior, a part of the National Guard of
Ukraine (Ukrains’ka pravda 2014).When asked about the Azov Regiment and the far-right activists
serving in the National Guard unit, Arsen Avakov replied: “Is it better if the right radicals are out on
the streets, crushing shop windows? Or when they feel responsibility and fight for it for some time?”
(Hladka et al. 2016, 431). He and Serhiy Taruta, an oligarch who served as Donets’ka oblast’
governor in 2014 and later founded an own party called Osnova (Foundation), had provided the
initial funding for the Azov Battalion (Comments.ua 2017). Avakov and Taruta claimed to have
provided the material support for its first and legendary military operation, the liberation of
Mariupol’ from separatists in summer 2014 (Hladka et al. 2016, 356).

While many commentators emphasize the right-wing extremist party as the political back-
ground of the Azov Battalion, the Verkhovna Rada deputy and Azov Civil Corps affiliate Oleh
Petrenko, once a football fan club activist fromCherkassy and short-termRight Sectormember, has
stated that 50% of the early Azov fighters came out of the Ukrainian ultras movement of soccer fans
(Petrenko interview 2018). The Tsyvil’nyy korpus “Azov” (Azov Civil Corps) comprises Azov
Battalion/Regiment veterans and other nationalist activists, raises financial andmaterial support for
the frontlines, recruits fighters for the Azov Regiment, provides, in its own words, “truthful and
timely” information about developments in the Donbas, and “created a patriotic environment” via
“unification of supporters around the national idea” (Volunteer.org 2018). Azov Battalion’s
founder and initial commander Andriy Bilets’kyy has described the Azov Civil Corps as “one of
the most extended networks of activists in Ukraine” (Lelych 2016).

OnOctober 14, 2016, the Azov Civil Corps, during ameeting, adopted the decision to start a new
explicitly political project, the National Corps. Rather than legally creating a new party, two already
existing organizations, the Hromadians’kyy rukh “Chesni Spravy” (CivicMovement “Fair Action”)
and themicroparty “Patriot Ukrainy” (“Patriot of Ukraine”), founded in 2005, weremerged to form
the National Corps (Ukrains’ka pravda 2016a). This followed a long-standing Ukrainian pattern of
renaming existing organizations rather than registering new ones when starting novel political
projects (Kryvko 2020).

After the Statist Initiative of Yarosh, created as a result of a split within the Right Sector, the
National Corps became the second relevant rightist party launched after the start of, and as a more
or less direct result of, the Donbas conflict. While representatives of all right-wing parties have
attempted to gain political capital by referring to their affiliatedmilitary units, the National Corps is
a party that dwells evenmore than its competitors on that particular aspect of its prehistory. Its date
of creation, October 14, alluded both to the Orthodox holiday of Pokrova (Protection of theMother
of God) and to the date of the creation of the nationalistic Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA) in
1942.

Founder of the Azov battalion Andriy Bilets’kyy became the official leader andmain spokesman
of theNational Corps (Kryvko 2020). Before 2014, he hadmade racist statement and been known by
the nickname “White Leader” (Umland 2016). The Azov battalion and later regiment has been
using stylized, coded neo-Nazi symbols such as the Black Sun and Wolf’s Hook, yet it publicly
denied that they refer to German fascism (Azov.Press 2015). Over the last years, Bilets’kyy has
repeatedly denied making, before 2014, racist statements ascribed to him, and even claimed that “if
somebody had called me ‘White Leader’ face-to-face, [that person] would have been beaten.”
Bilets’kyy still publicly opposes multiculturalism, but he admits that “to be a Ukrainian nationalist
today is to believe in values, not racial prejudice,” and announced that his new party does not use an
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ethnic criterion to define who can and cannot be part of the Ukrainian nation (Lelych 2016).
National Corps activist Stepan Baida admitted that the “Patriot of Ukraine,” the Khar’kiv grou-
puscule out of which the Azov Battalion emerged, had initially been Russian speaking (Baida
interview 2017).

In October 2014, Bilets’kyy became anMP from a single-mandate district in the Obolon’ district
of the city of Kyiv. Initially, he had been scheduled to run as an official Popular Front (see below)
candidate. However, an initiative group of political experts sent a letter to Arseniy Yatseniuk, leader
of the Popular Front, asking the then prime minister not to nominate Bilets’kyy from that party
(Obozrevatel 2014). As a result, Bilets’kyy ran as a formally independent candidate, with only
informal support of Yatseniuk’s party. His electoral success was a function of his fame as a capable
military commander, and agreed-upon representative of the pro-Euromaidan forces, in this SMD
(Single Member District). In 2014, his right-wing extremist past was not yet widely known to the
Ukrainian public (Verner 2014). Stepan Holovko, spokesman for both the Azov Regiment and
earlier the Social-National Assembly, another predecessor organization of the National Corps, in
contrast to Bilets’kyy, ran as an official Popular Front candidate in an SMD, yet was not successful
(Tsentralna vyborcha komisiia 2014b).

For a while, well-known politician Roman Zvarych served as the formal head of the Azov
Civil Corps. Zvarych is an immigrant to Ukraine from the USA, member of the North American
Ukrainian diaspora, activist for the Bandera wing of the OUN (Organization of the Ukrainian
Nationalists), one-time pupil of the prominent emigree nationalist Yaroslav Stets’ko, deputy of
the Verkhovna Rada, and two-time former minister of justice of Ukraine. Zvarych joined the
Azov Civil Corps in June 2014 and played, until his departure in autumn 2015, some role in the
formation and education of the Azov battalion, regiment, and movement, with regard to both
military and political affairs. In the proportional part of the 2014 parliamentary elections,
Zvarych had been candidate no. 82 on the list of the Petro Poroshenko Bloc (BPP, see below),
but he did not enter parliament, as he was too low on the BPP’s table of candidates. Only in
April 2018, after he had already left the Azov movement, did he become an MP replacing, until
late 2019, BPP deputy Valeriy Patskan, who had been elected head of the Accounting Chamber
of Ukraine (Ukrains’ka pravda 2018).

Zvarych has claimed that he was critically involved in organizing combat training for Azov
battalion/regiment fighters, by Georgian, American, Lithuanian, and British instructors, and to
have advised the Azov movement to refrain from using symbols and ideas that could be linked to
Nazism (Zvarych interview 2018). As Zvarych had already left the Azov movement before the
National Corps was created, Bilets’kyy denied that Zvarych played any role in the emergence of the
new party (Yavir 2016). After his engagement with the Azovmovement, Zvarych started to criticize
in public the political program of the National Corps for, among other things, its statist economic
policy proposals (Zvarych 2016).

Nonparliamentary and Emergent Parties
Politychna partiia “Hromadians’ka pozytsiia” (Political Party “Civic Position”)

Civic Position describes itself as center-right and is a member of the EU party family Alliance of
Liberals and Democrats for Europe (ALDE). Civic Position’s leader is former Minister of Defense
(2005–2007) and Kyiv-Mohyla Academy political science professor Anatoliy Hrytsenko (b. 1957).
Civic Position took part in the 2014 parliamentary elections on a joint list with the pro-Western
microparty Demokratychnyy al’ians (Democratic Alliance). The united list won, however, only
3.1% of the vote, thus falling short of the 5% barrier and not gaining a faction in the Verkhovna
Rada. From the start of the Donbas conflict, Hrytsenko criticized the Ukrainian government for
poor decision making and even accused it of “treason” (Dashchuk 2014).
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The only IAG member on the party’s electoral list was Oleksandr Kraliuk, head of Civic
Position’s Volyns’ka oblast’ section and an Aidar battalion fighter (Slovo i Dilo 2014). Reportedly,
Civic Position, on several occasions, provided material support to IAGs, namely, to the Sviata
Mariia (Saint Mary) and Donbas battalions (Hromadians’ka pozytsiia – Lvivs’ka oblast’ 2015;
Hrytsenko 2014). The leader of the allied Democratic Alliance, Vasyl Hats’ko, declared that he
planned to participate in the Donbas conflict. Although he passed military drills with the Kyiv-1
battalion, Hats’ko ultimately did not become a soldier (Rinhis 2016).

Ukrains’ke ob’ednannia patriotiv (Ukrainian Union of Patriots, UkrOP)

The history of the UkrOP party is closely linked to Ukraine’s IAGs of 2014, as several UkrOP-
related politicians, activists, and businesspeople were in one way or another involved with the
armed volunteer movement. The party was registered with Ukraine’s Ministry of Justice in June
2015. Like Civic Position, it describes itself as “center-right” (Zhytomyr.info 2015). The party’s
prehistory started with the creation, on December 2, 2014, of the Verkhovna Rada’s interfactional
UkrOP group that included the independent MPs Borys Filatov, Dmytro Yarosh, Boryslav Bereza,
Andriy Bilets’kyy, and Volodymyr Parasiuk (Parasiuk interview 2018). The latter four had formerly
been or were then linked to radically nationalist political organizations including the Right Sector,
SNA-PU (Social-National Assembly/Patriot of Ukraine), UNA-UNSO (Ukrainian National
Assembly – Ukraine National Self-Defense), Congress of Ukrainian Nationalists, and irregular
armed groups such as DUK, Azov, and Dnipro-1 (Korrespondent 2015). It might be worth adding
that former Right Sector spokesman Boryslav Iukhimovych Bliakher-Bereza is a practicing Jew
(Davidzon 2018).

The subsequent creation of a party with the name UkrOP is alleged to have been, above all, a
brainchild of above-mentioned oligarch Ihor Kolomois’kyy. Initially, Borys Filatov and Hennadiy
Korban, former business partners of Kolomois’kyy, posed as the party’s leaders. However, after a
conflict with Kolomois’kyy, the latter himself took over the informal leadership of the party
(Kachura 2016).

The party name’s abbreviation, ukrop, means dill – a picture of which is also in the party’s coat of
arms. The term ukrop had been initially used by anti-Ukrainian Russian commentators as a
derogatory term for Ukrainian soldiers in the Donbas. Yet, the term got soon adopted by
Ukrainians as an expression of pride. Military chevrons with a dill symbol, designed by Andriy
Ermolenko, became popular among ATO fighters (Dorosh 2015).

In the October–November 2015 local and regional elections, UkrOP was the fourth most
successful party and gathered country-wide 7.43% of the total vote (Ukrains’ka pravda 2015c).
The party’s nominees for these elections included a number of former IAGmembers or supporters.
Mykola Kolesnyk, UkrOP’s candidate for the mayor of Kryvyy Rih, was also a “curator” of the
volunteer battalion “Kryvbas” – a name derived from the abbreviation of the unit’s home region
Kryvorizkyy Iron Ore Basin (Ukrains’ka pravda 2016d). Yevhen Terekhov, UkrOP’s candidate for
the mayor of Pavlohrad, fought in the 20th Motorized Infantry Battalion of the 93rd Brigade, the
former territorial defense battalion “Dnipropetrovs’k,” the name of the city now called Dnipro
(Ukrains’ka pravda 2015b). Ihor Il’kiv, commander of the Medychna rota imeni Pyrohova
(Pyrohov Paramedics Company), became a L’viv Oblast’ Council MP (Hladka et al. 2016, 485).

UkrOP maintained relations with the Right Sector via, among others, Dmytro Yarosh’s above-
mentioned personal acquaintance with Korban and Filatov (Obozrevatel 2016). The
Jewish-Ukrainian oligarch and UkrOP creator Kolomois’kyy is alleged to have not only supported
the creation of the Right Sector’s DUK (Bukovskiy 2015). He has reportedly also participated in,
that is, cofinanced, the creation of other originally irregular armed groups, including the Dnipro-1
and Dnipro-2 volunteer battalions, two territorial defense units, and the Donbas battalion, as well
as, in their early phases, the Shakhtars’k and Azov battalions (Zhegulev 2014; Rivnens’ki novyny
2014).
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Volodymyr Parasiuk, a prominent Maidan activist who later served in Dnipro-1, says:
“I remember who protected Ukraine in 2014. It is unpopular to praise them, but still, it was a
team – Kolomois’kyy, Korban, Filatov [, that is, the later UKROP founders], and those around
them […]. All the volunteer battalions formed in Dnipropetrovs’k oblast’; there was a decent
[military training] base, shooting ranges; they [at the base] were the first to give out weapons”
(Sokyrchuk 2017). YevhenHendin, a Ukrainian comedianwho became a reputed volunteer, reports
that “people were protected when [Kolomois’kyy], [Korban], and Filatov were around.” However,
“Kolomois’kyy spent little time here. Korban was actually managing” (Hladka et al. 2016, 219).

Filatov reports that, as “[fighters of the first volunteer units] were registered as simple policemen
[…], their salaries were laughable, so the financing was backed by the then-governor
[of Dnipropetrovs’ka oblast’] Kolomois’kyy, me, and others from our team. From food rations to
uniforms, we bought everything with our own money […]. If the ‘Russian World’ came here, we
would have lost everything. Not only businesses and comfortable life, we would have lost our
homeland” (Hladka et al. 2016, 101, 228).

Sviatoslav Oliinyk, Kolomois’kyy’s deputy in the oblast’ administration, claimed that Kolo-
mois’kyy and Filatov both “understood that this is a temporary engagement [in local governance]
[…], but the situation required universal mobilization. Some were mobilized to the battalions,
some, like us, to the administration” (Hladka et al. 2016, 202). Yuriy Bereza, Dnipro-1 commander,
claimed that since October 2014 Filatov and his team stopped helping the volunteer battalions and
that Korban expected to use Dnipro-1 as a unit for private needs. Bereza also stated that, while
Kolomois’kyywas indeed involved in the creation of theDnipro-1 battalion, “[it] never had owners”
(Lytvynova 2015; Vlashchenko 2016b).

Parties with Factions in the 2014–2019 Verkhovna Rada
Vseukrains’ke ob’ednannia “Bat’kivshchyna” (All-Ukrainian Union “Fatherland”)

The most prominent temporary link between the Fatherland party headed by Yuliia Tymoshenko
and the volunteer battalions was the one-time prisoner of war Nadiia Savchenko. Though being in
Russian captivity, Savchenko led Bat’kivschyna’s electoral list for the October 2014 parliamentary
elections, in which the party received 5.7% and thus was able to form a faction. The party more than
doubled this result in the 2015 local elections when it received nation-wide 12% (Ukrains’ka pravda
2015c). Savchenko, a former volunteer for the Aidar battalion (BBC Ukraina 2014), had been
captured in Eastern Ukraine and tried in Russia. Until her release in 2016, for a brief period of time
she became a national hero in Ukraine.

Savchenko’s number one spot on the electoral list was meant to demonstrate Bat’kivshchyna’s
patriotism and exploited the female prisoner of war’s then high popularity. In May 2016, Russia
released Savchenko who took up her mandate in the Verkhovna Rada. In December 2016 – or,
as her sister claims, already in October that year – Savchenko, however, left the Bat’kivshchyna
faction. She participated in controversial unofficial negotiations with the leaders of the unrec-
ognized “people’s republics” of Donets’k and Luhans’k without her party’s approval (Espreso.tv
2016). Savchenko started her own party, Hromadians’ko-politychna platforma Nadii Savchenko
(Nadiia Savchenko’s Civic-Political Platform) that, according to a poll, was supported by 0.7% of
the voters in late 2017 (Ukrains’ka pravda 2017a). Later, she was accused of having been
involved in a curious terrorist plot to blow up Ukraine’s parliament and was under arrest for
a while.

The number three on Bat’kivshchyna’s electoral list for the 2014 parliamentary elections, Ihor
Lutsenko, a political activist unrelated to Ukraine’s attorney general of that time, was temporarily
also an ATO fighter within the Azov battalion (Lutsenko 2014). In 2015, Volodymyr Katruk,
commander of the volunteer battalion “Ternopil’,” participated in the elections to the Ternopil’ city
council on the list of Bat’kivshchyna (Halas 2015). Semen Salatenko, a former Dnipro-1 battalion
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fighter, served for a while as head of the Sums’ka Oblast’ Council, representing Bat’kivshchyna, yet
he resigned after a scandal and returned to the ATO zone (Skorokhod 2017).

On April 30, 2014, Tymoshenko had called for citizens of Ukraine to participate in the
“protection of the Ukrainian borders against the Russian aggressor” by way of creating and joining
territorial defense battalions. InMay 2014, answering this call, two such battalions –Bat’kivshchyna
and Rukh Oporu (Resistance Movement) – were created, with the support from the party, in the
Kirovohrads’ka oblast’.While being volunteer battalions, they were, from the start of their activities,
fully subordinated to the Ministry of Defense and thus not classical IAGs. In November 2014, these
two battalions, together with another territorial defense battalion fromKirovohrads’ka oblast’, were
merged into one unit (Zhyrokhov 2016). They have on several occasions received material support
from Tymoshenko’s party (Tymoshenko 2018).

Radykal’na partiia Oleha Liashka (Oleh Liashko’s Radical Party)

The flamboyant nationalist and populist Oleh Liashko played, throughout 2014, a special role
within the armed volunteer movement. He was the Ukrainian veteran politician who linked himself
most demonstratively to the emerging IAGs. Presenting himself as a “people’s candidate,” Liashko
sought, in summer 2014, to create the public impression that he was himself a frontline fighter for
Ukrainian independence. However, it was soon found out that video scenes showing his partici-
pation in combat and his interrogations of prisoners of war were staged (TSN 2014). He then
stopped claiming personal participation in the war. His party nevertheless won 7.4% in the October
2014 parliamentary elections and 6.7% of the total vote across Ukraine in the 2015 local elections,
sharing the fifth-best result with Svoboda (Ukrains’ka pravda 2015c).

In summer 2014, Liashko cooperated closely with the newly created and then relatively small
Azov battalion. The Azov Civic Corps site even maintains that Liashko was one of the battalion’s
creators (Volunteer.org 2014). In an article for the website of the Azov battalion, the famous right-
wing journalist Olena Bilozers’ka acknowledged Liashko’s role, reporting that “the Patriot of
Ukraine and the Social-National Assembly are the backbone of Azov, but not all battalion fighters
are nationalist. Moderates [in the battalion] do not have problems with people who have tattoos of
runes or inscriptions such as ‘[I am a] 100% racist.’ And, if someone does have such problems, he
would not admit that, since in Azov, not least thanks to Oleh Liashko, it is possible to fight. Not all
units are so lucky” (Volunteer.org 2014).

Liashko is also alleged to have helped with the creation of the battalion “Ukraina” that was later
renamed Shakhtars’k (Buniak 2014). However, already before the October 2014 general elections,
Liashko appeared to have lost interest in, or the support of, the Azov battalion/regiment. The
Shakhtars’k battalion was disbanded in September 2014 (Vasylchenko 2014). Still, the Radical Party
made heavy use of representatives of various IAGs in its public positioning for the October 2014
parliamentary elections and also included some further activists in one way or another linked to the
armed volunteer movement.

The Radical Party’s list for the proportional part of the 2014 parliamentary elections included,
among others:

• Serhiy Mel’nychuk, former commander of the Aidar battalion, on position 3
• Artem Vitko, commander of the Luhans’k-1 battalion, on list position 7
• Ihor Mosiichuk, formerly an SNA-PU activist and Azov battalion press secretary,
on position 92

• Andriy Artemenko, affiliated with the Right Sector, on position number 13
• Oksana Korchyns’ka, wife of Dmytro Korchyns’kyy, head of the ultra-nationalist Bratstvo
(Brotherhood) Party and St. Mary Battalion, on position 19

• Dmytro Lin’ko, linked to Bratstvo and the St. Mary Battalion, as well as, formerly, to the Azov
and Shakhtars’k battalions, on position 20
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• Ihor Kryvoruchko, a veteran of the SNA-PU and anAzov Regiment company commander, on
position 23 (Chernyshev 2014a; Mamon 2015; Hladka et al. 2016, 360–361; Gonta 2015).3

The most prominent IAG representative on the Radical Party’s list, Mel’nychuk, later left the party
after a public conflict with Liashko. On December 8, 2016, Yuliia Tolopa, a former Russian citizen
and female Aidar battalion fighter who had fled to Ukraine from Russia, attacked Liashko in the
building of the Ukrainian parliament and spilt tomato juice over him. Tolopa had previously asked
Liashko and Mosiichuk several times to help her obtain Ukrainian citizenship, but she did not
manage to receive it. Liashko accusedMel’nychuk, in response to Tolopa’s attack, of organizing this
provocation (112.ua 2016a).4

Liashko also alleged that he had to include Mel’nychuk into the party’s 2014 ballot under
financial pressure from the oligarch and former head of Yanukovych’s presidential administra-
tion Serhiy L’ovochkin. Liashko claimed that the armed volunteers loyal to Mel’nychuk were
functioning as guards to L’ovochkin’s private property. He reported that Mel’nychuk had to be
expelled from the party because of an earlier protest action when Mel’nychuk, together with
other Aidar battalion members, tried to set the Ministry of Defense on fire. Mel’nychuk
responded that the Aidar fighters had to do so to remind the government who had brought
them to power. He also accused Liashko of political corruption (Pidvezianyy and Peshko 2016;
BBC Ukraina 2015a).

Ob’ednannia “Samopomich” (Association “Self-Help”)

Samopomich grew out of the Euromaidan movement, promised during the election campaign of
2014 to create a technocratic government (24 kanal 2014), won 11% in the October 2014 elections,
and attracted, in particular, many middle-class voters (Butkevych 2016). In the local elections of
October 2015, the party won 6.3% of the vote and finished seventh, with its support mostly
concentrated in Western Ukraine (Ukrains’ka pravda 2015c).5 While being closely linked to many
activists who went to the ATO, Samopomich did, unlike the Radical Party or Bat’kivshchyna, not
found or cofound any IAGs officially tied to the party. The party’s Kharkiv branch only provided
some material support to the Kharkiv-1 volunteer police battalion, which participated in the ATO
(Samopomich Kharkiv 2014).

In mid-2014, Samopomich also started to develop a special partnership with the battalion
“Donbas.” This expressed itself, above all, by the fact that some of Donbas battalion’s representa-
tives became Samopomich’s list and direct candidates for the 2014 parliamentary elections. They
included Donbas’s Commander Semen Semenchenko (real name: Kostiantyn Hryshyn) as number
two and Pavlo Kishkar, head of the battalion’s so-called “information war group” as number eleven
of the party list (Liga.Novosty 2014). Semenchenko reported that “both [the contact with]
Samopomich and the decision to run emerged two months before the elections” (Vlashchenko
2016a).

While – unlike the Azov battalion or DUK – not having an ultranationalist background, the
Donbas battalion was one of the more radical and politically engaged IAGs already in 2014. On
November 3, 2014, a Donbas battalion fighter, for instance, declared on air that, should Ukraine
cede “even a kilometer” of its land to the so-called Donetsk and Lugansk People’s Republics,
Poroshenko [would] be overthrown” (Press Post 2014). Semenchenko, one of the most shimmering
of Ukraine’s new politicians coming out of the IAGs, had once served with the Soviet Black Sea Fleet
in Sevastopol (Semenchenko 2018). According to Vitaliy Atanasov, “Semenchenko has been
accused of making risky decisions at the front, illegal adoption of a military rank, and attempting
to hide his past […]. Moreover, [in 2015], video recordings emerged showing Semenchenko inside
the Donets’k regional administration building during its occupation in March 2014” (Atanasov
2016). Nevertheless, Semenchenko was, in late April 2014, successful in summoning his Donbas
volunteer battalion via a simple Facebook announcement that had allegedly assembled around
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600 potential fighters by April 25, 2014 (Semenchenko 2018). He settled in Dnipropetrovs’k (later
renamed to Dnipro), where the Donbas battalion established its base.

Having become, by late 2014, a temporarily prolific politician, Semenchenko was involved in a
dubious episode in Kryvyy Rih. A popular local Samopomich activist, YuriyMyloboh, narrowly lost
to Yuriy Vilkul, the father of a prominent pro-Russian Opposition Bloc politician and partner of
Ukraine’s richest oligarch Rinat Akhmetov, in the second round of the mayoral elections of Kryvyy
Rih, in November 2015. However, parliament ordered, because of irregularities, a rerun of this
election in 2016. Instead of Myloboh, the local party organization nominated as candidate for
mayor Semenchenkowho too lost the race toVilkul. That led to – perhaps, unfounded – accusations
of a dohovorniak (shady deal, fixed game), between the local Samopomich and Opposition Bloc
branches.6 There was a suspicion that the Kryvyy Rih branch of the pro-Western Samopomich
party had purposefully given up the mayor position to a successor organization of Yanukovych’s
Party of Regions (Liga.Novosty 2014).

On January 18, 2016, Donbas battalion veterans rallied near the presidential administration,
demanding to investigate why the 2014 Ilovais’k battle had been lost and to prosecute those guilty of
the defeat (Liga.Novosty 2014). On May 3, 2016, Semenchenko coordinated, in Kyiv, a protest
meeting against a disbanding of the infamous Tornado battalion accused of marauding. On that
day, there was a court hearing concerning eight representatives of the Tornado IAG who had been
detained on suspicion of committing violent crimes, including torture (Korrespondent 2016b).
During 2017, Semenchenko, together with Yehor Sobolev, coordinated an unsanctioned economic
blockade of the occupied territories of the Donbas and an anti-Poroshenko protest camp under the
parliament (Vovnyanko 2017; Ukrains’ka pravda 2017b).

Semenchenko’s actions were indicators of growing division between Ukraine’s post-
Euromaidan regime, on the one side, and the volunteer movement, including some remaining
IAGs and the volunteer units integrated into the regular armed forces, on the other. In the early
days, the postrevolutionary political regime and IAGs had been a largely united force. For instance,
on July 4, 2014, when Poroshenko was giving a speech to parliament, the building was guarded by
the members of the Donbas battalion. As the then just emerging IAGs’ commander Semenchenko
explained, “information regarding possible terror attacks was received, [and thus] the sending of
some of [the battalion’s] companies to the East was temporarily halted [in order to provide
protection in Kyiv – K.F./A.U.]” (Expres 2014). By September 2017, Semenchenko’s Donbas
battalion veterans were, in contrast, protecting Poroshenko’s rival Mikheil Saakashvili when he,
despite not being legally entitled to do so, entered Ukraine (ZIK 2017).

Blok Petra Poroshenka “Solidarnist’” (Petro Poroshenko Bloc “Solidarity,” BPP)

President Poroshenko’s BPP party list for the proportional part of the October 2014 elections did
not include any official representatives of IAGs and not even any other recent combatants.
Poroshenko’s Bloc was thus one of only two major parliamentary parties – the other being the
Opposition Bloc – that did not put serving or demobilized candidates on its national list (Shuklinov
2014). This may have been due to Poroshenko’s intention to position his Bloc as a catchall party.
The purpose of not featuring ATO participants prominently was, perhaps, to avoid controversy
over the war record of the fighters and not to alienate Russophile voters in Ukraine’s east and south.
Also, as indicated above, some of the most prominent volunteer battalions had ties to the oligarch
Ihor Kolomois’kyy who later came out as a fierce opponent of Ukraine’s fifth popularly elected
president. Poroshenko may have, already in 2014, seen his then ally Kolomois’kyy as a potential
rival for political influence in Ukraine and thus may have not wanted to bring IAGmembers linked
to the oligarch into parliament.

At the same time, there were several members of the armed and ATO-related civil volunteer
movement who were elected, with the help of the Poroshenko Bloc, in single-member districts
(SMDs). Thus, Oleh Petrenko – a former football fan club and temporary Right Sector activist in
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spring 2014 – was elected in an SMD, in his native Cherkas’ka oblast’ (Petrenko 2018). During the
Euromaidan, he had been involved in street fighting. In June 2014, Petrenko joined the Azov Civil
Corps and subsequently became close to Bilets’kyy. In the Verkhovna Rada, he became amember of
the Poroshenko Bloc’s parliamentary faction, while preserving his link to the Azov Regiment and
entering the National Corps (Petrenko 2018).

Poroshenko’s son, Oleksiy, claimed to have fought in the ATO as a volunteer, albeit under a
pseudonym, for purposes of security, and was elected in a single-member district (S’ohodni 2014a).
Andriy Denysenko, who created the Dnipro-1 battalion, was also officially elected as an MP from
the BPP in the Dnipropetrovs’ka oblast’ (Dzerkalo tyzhnia 2015). He later joined the UkrOP group
in parliament but left this group too in 2016 (Ukrains’ka pravda 2016b). Oleksandr Tret’iakov, one
of the most influential MPs in the BPP faction, claims to have provided support to the Azov
battalion, the Right Sector’s DUK, and three territorial units in 2014 (Shestopal andHorbach 2014).

Despite accusations among Ukraine’s IAGs that he was “destroying” the volunteer movement in
Ukraine, Poroshenko has, on numerous occasions, demonstratively supported and shielded the
volunteer battalions (Ruzhyns’kyy 2014; Informator 2016). At the celebration of the second
anniversary of the formation of the National Guard in theMinistry of Interior in 2016, Poroshenko,
for instance, explicitly praised the first volunteer unit formed in 2014 in Ukraine, the Kulchyts’kyy
battalion (112.ua 2016b). During a number of scandals in connection with IAGs, Poroshenko
interfered on behalf of the volunteer units and, for instance, stopped the imminent disbanding of
the Aidar battalion in June 2014 (S’ohodni 2014b). In other cases, such as when the Tornado
battalion was accused of violent crimes, he kept silence.

About two years after the victory of the Euromaidan, if not before, relations between the
president and volunteers became increasingly sour. On May 20, 2016, for instance, Poroshenko
accused fighters of the Azov battalion, who had burned tires and exploded petards during a march
in Kyiv, of creating “a picture [beneficial] for the Russian TV.” The Azov regiment veterans’ protest
was targeted against possible elections in the Donbas after Poroshenko had declared his adherence
to the Minsk Agreements, which prescribe such elections (Korrespondent 2016a). The following
years, many volunteer units and their veteran organizations turned against Poroshenko.

Narodnyy front (Popular Front)

On April 7, 2014, Oleksandr Turchynov, the then-acting president of Ukraine, de facto started the
ATO by declaring that antiterrorist methods should be employed against pro-Russian separatists
who were then capturing, with Moscow’s encouragement and help, administrative buildings in
Eastern Ukraine. OnApril 13, 2014, the National Defense and Security Council of Ukraine passed a
decision “on immediate measures with regard to curbing the terrorist threat and maintaining the
territorial integrity of Ukraine,” which constituted the de jure start of the ATO (Kharkiv Human
Rights Protection Group 2014). During the following months, on numerous occasions, Turchynov
spoke highly of the volunteer battalions (Tsenzor.NET 2017). This previewed the soon to be
established particularly close connection between Turchynov’s new party, the Popular Front,
and Ukraine’s armed forces – in particular, the emerging IAGs.

Although the Popular Front became a functioning organization only in September 2014, that is,
less than two months before the parliamentary elections of October 25, 2014, it won the propor-
tional part of these elections with 22.2% of the turnout. Somewhat paradoxically, the Popular Front
did not, however, even run in the 2015 local elections, as its support had plummeted by then. Since
Arseniy Yatseniuk, the party’s public leader, was Ukraine’s prime minister during the deep
economic crisis years of 2014–2016, the voters evidently deemed the party responsible for the
socioeconomic collapse of that time.

The Popular Front’s October 2014 electoral victory was also surprising in view of the fact that the
Front’s emergence had been somewhat accidental. The party ran only because its leaders, Turch-
ynov and Yatseniuk, had not been able, in summer 2014, to agree with their then allies, Yuliia
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Tymoshenko and Petro Poroshenko, on their and their affiliates’ positions on the electoral lists of
Fatherland and Solidarity, for the upcoming parliamentary elections. Thus, Turchynov and
Yatseniuk founded a new party with a demonstratively militaristic but not ultranationalist self-
image, and they focused on issues of national defense as well as state security. The new party quickly
carved out a particular nonextremist nationalist political niche of its own. One of the corollaries of
its campaign was establishing close links to the armed forces and, in particular, to the recently
emerged IAGs (Chernyshev 2014b).

A number of prominent participants of the ATO or figures publicly linked to the armed
volunteer movement were placed on high positions of the Popular Front’s party list for the
proportional part of the elections. Other IAG members were elected in single-member districts
with the help of the Popular Front. The most prominent list candidates among the party’s top
25 positions included:

• Andriy Parubiy, former head of the National Security and Defense Council, on position 4
• Andriy Teteruk, the commander of the Myrotvorets’ (Peacekeeper) battalion, on position 5
• Arsen Avakov, minister of internal affairs, on position 6
• Yuriy Bereza, then commander of the Dnipro-1 battalion, on position 10
• Anton Herashchenko, the Interior Ministry’s “coordinator of the volunteer battalions,” on
position 21 (Chernyshev 2014c).7

Andriy Parubiy, briefly head of the National Security and Defense Council in 2014 and speaker of
the Ukrainian parliament in 2016–2019, is among the most prominent politicians linked to the
IAGs. Parubiy had been the commander of the Euromaidan’s Samooborona (self-defense), that is,
the numerous so-called sotni (hundreds) that protected the protesters during the Revolution of
Dignity of 2013–2014. He stood thus at the origins of those IAGs that were created out of
Samoborona sotni, and he was personally acquainted with many of the IAG commanders.

In the early 1990s, Parubiy had been one of the creators of the above-mentioned Social-National
Party of Ukraine in Galicia, the predecessor organization of Svoboda (BBCUkraina 2016). Parubiy,
however, strayed away from Svoboda in early 2005 and joined instead Viktor Yushchenko’s
moderately nationalist Nasha Ukraina (Our Ukraine) party (BBC Ukraina 2016). During the
2004 Orange Revolution, he had been one of the protests’ key organizers and the “commandant”
of the Ukrainian House – a prominent location in the Kyiv city center controlled by the protesters
and the headquarters of the electoral uprising.

Against the background of his 2004 experience, Parubiy became in late 2013 also the
“commandant” of the Euromaidan protesting camp and came to play “one of the key functions
in the organizational structure of Euromaidan” (BBC Ukraina 2016). After the protesters’ victory,
he coinitiated the incorporation of the Euromaidan’s self-defense units into the emerging National
Guard of the Ministry of Interior as volunteer units (Depo.ua 2017). In spring 2014, Parubiy
ordered the Euromaidan’s self-defense units to capture the buildings of local authorities in the north
of the Luhans’ka oblast’ in order to prevent them from falling into the hands of Russian-led
separatists (BBC Ukraina 2016).

Asminister of the interior since late February 2014, ArsenAvakov also played a crucial role in the
formation of the volunteer battalions, and he later managed to induce several of them tomerge into
the National Guard. Anton Herashchenko, an advisor to Avakov, was intimately involved in the
communication between the ministry of the interior and emerging IAGs. He, for instance,
supported the creation and activities of the Shakhtars’k battalion, according to Andriy Filonenko,
its commander. Herashchenko explained that, before the separatist combatants started to operate
heavy weapons, the task of the new volunteer battalions had been to “bring order” to the settlements
“liberated from the terrorists” (Karpiak 2014).

The reserve colonel and formerUnitedNations peacekeeper Andriy Teterukwas, in spring 2014,
asked by the ministry of the interior to form a unit out of former Ukrainian participants in
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peacekeeping operations. Teteruk reported that interim President Turchynov and InteriorMinister
Avakov took a special interest in the creation of the Myrotvorets’ battalion (later, regiment) out of
military professionals (Teteruk interview 2018). Their close contact since spring 2014 apparently
facilitated Teteruk’s inclusion into the Popular Front’s electoral list a few months later. Teteruk
emphasized that his battalion was an explicitly neutral fighting unit with no political ideology
(Teteruk interview 2018).

According to Viktor Chalavan (interview 2017), who coordinated the creation of many dobro-
baty, the Kyiv-1, Dnipro-1, and Zoloti Vorota (Golden Gate) IAGs were among the first such units.
During their formation, often more or less prominent personalities played some role, among them
above-mentioned Yuriy Bereza and Yevhen Deidei, another later Popular Front MP (Hladka et al.
2016, 88). They, together with Teteruk, were considered to be in Avakov’s informal influence group
within the Popular Front (Ukrains’ka pravda 2016c). Bereza has, however, denied that his Dnipro-1
battalion is affiliated to Avakov or anyone else except “the people” (Hladka et al. 2016, 194). Teteruk
has claimed that, after his election to the Rada, he only participates in honorary events of the
Myrotvorets’ regiment and keeps only personal (and no political) contacts with fighters he served
with (Zheliznyak 2017).

There were more 2014–2019 Popular Front MPs coming out of the armed volunteer movement.
Mykhailo Havryliuk, aMaidan hero with later links to the Zoloti Vorota (Golden Gate) unit, won in
October 2014 an SMD seat in the Rada, with the support of the Popular Front (Antykor 2015). As
mentioned, Andriy Bilets’kyy, the Azov battalion’s creator and first commander, ran in Kyiv with
unofficial support from the Popular Front. Mykhailo Bodnar, elected in the L’vivs’ka oblast’ in
October 2014, had fought in the Kulchyts’kyy battalion (Narodnyy front 2018). Millionaire
V’iacheslav Konstantinovs’kyy had volunteered as a fighter in the ATO, within the rapid response
unit “Kyiv-tsentr” of the Kyiv-1 battalion. Konstantinovs’kyy became famous after he had sold his
Rolls Royce car and donated the UAH 2.5 million he had received for it for medical treatment of
soldiers injured in the ATO and for purchasing equipment for units fighting in the Donbas
(Obozrevatel 2016).

West Ukrainian Popular FrontMP Ihor Lapin, formerly aMaidan activist, had served, before his
election, as the commander of the 2nd Company of the Aidar battalion and received several awards
for his service. After being elected to the Verkhovna Rada, as per Lapin’s official biography, he
“visits [the] ATO [zone] to help our fighters, share skills and experience of conducting [military]
operations” (Lapin 2018b). Lapin was subsequently accused of (or defamed for alleged) corruption
and of forging his military biography by an investigative journalist (Volyns’ki novyny 2017). The
latter allegation seemed, in view of ample video documentation of Lapin’smilitary service, however,
misleading (Lapin interview 2018a).

IAG Representatives in the 2019 Parliamentary Elections
Already by the end of 2015, almost all dobrobaty that had previously been irregular or semiregular
units had either dissolved or entered the regular troops of theMinistries of Defense and Interior. In
2018, journalists reported that approximately 200 nonenlisted fighters were left in Ukraine,
primarily related to the above-mentioned minor IAGs that had come out of the Right Sector, that
is, the hyperbolically named “corps” DUK and “army” UDA (Burdyha 2018). The trend for the
parties to include former volunteer battalion representatives into their electoral lists greatly
diminished in the July 2019 parliamentary elections in comparison to those of October 2014.

For instance, Sluha narodu (Servant of the People) – the party of Volodymyr Zelens’kyy who had
become president of Ukraine in spring 2019 – included only one former voluntary fighter, Yehor
Chernev, in its electoral list. Chernev had served as a National Guard volunteer in 2014–2015
(Berdyns’kykh 2020). Sluha narodu won in the July 2019 Verkhovna Rada elections 254 out of
424 seats, including 130 out of 199 seats distributed via single-member districts (Tsentralna
vyborcha komisiia 2019b).8 Only two of the parliamentarians elected in SMDs had served in
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former IAGs: Mykhailo Bondar had been a commander in the Kul’chyts’kyy National Guard
Battalion (Slovo i Dilo 2020), and Andriy Bohdanets’ had served in the above-mentioned Sich
battalion that had relations to the Svoboda party (Chesno 2020).

Via Evropeis’ka solidarnist’ (European Solidarity, ES), Poroshenko’s rebranded party, Yana
Zinkevych became an MP in 2019. Zinkevych had earlier created and commanded the medical
battalion “Hospital’iery” (Hospitallers), a unit that specialized in evacuating wounded soldiers and
providing first aid (Odintsova 2019). Furthermore, the ES brought above-introduced Andriy
Parubiy back into parliament. Holos (Voice), a new pro-Western party led in 2019–2020 by the
famous singer Sviatoslav Vakarchuk, had the theatre actor and director Andriy Sharas’kin, a one-
time fighter of the Right Sector’s DUK and later coleader of Yarosh’s Statist Initiative, on the 20th
position of its electoral list (Ukrains’ka pravda 2019). Yet, Holos managed to get only the first
19 candidates on its party list into parliament. Sharas’kin thus did not immediately become an MP
in November 2019 but only in November 2020 after Vakarchuk had left politics (Verkhovna Rada
Ukrainy 2020).

Several MPs of the 9th Verkhovna Rada were either fighters of regular units or, in one way or
another, linked to the Ukrainian army. Yet, no further MPs, apart from those mentioned, who were
elected either via party lists or as official party representatives in SMDs had served in semi- or
irregular units. To be sure, Svoboda’s united far-right list for the elections notably included such
prominent, above-mentioned former fighters as Dmytro Yarosh, Andriy Bilets’kyy, and Andriy
Tarasenko (Tsentralna vyborcha komisiia 2019a). Yet, the attempt of the Ukrainian far right to run,
as a joint bloc, together with prolific former ATO soldiers did not succeed in the 2019 parliamentary
elections. The united list of most of Ukraine’s radical nationalist parties failed to pass the 5%
threshold, scoring only 2.15% of the proportional vote (Tsentralna vyborcha komisiia 2019c).

Against the background of Svoboda’s example and in view of the above, including representa-
tives of the IAGs in party lists was, so it appears, an only temporarily profitable strategy inUkraine’s
post-Euromaidan electoral politics. It was a political fashion characteristic of the especially dramatic
year 2014 when the Revolution of Dignity triumphed, Ukraine lost control over Crimea, and Russia
started a pseudo – civil war in the Ukrainian part of the Donets’ Basin. The peculiar context
facilitating IAGmembers’ transition into politics after the Euromaidan had evaporated by the time
of the following parliamentary elections inmid-2019.Without a significant increase in the intensity
of the conflict in the Donbas, one can hypothesize, a repetition of the 2014 wave of entries of IAG
fighters into Ukrainian high politics appears as unlikely.

Conclusions
Our survey has listed various forms of interaction, intersection, and interpenetration between
parties and IAGs in post – Euromaidan Ukraine. Several parties, party leaders, and MPs took an
active part in the creation and development of IAGs in 2014. Some – to that point, mostly minor –
politicians became soldiers or commanders of IAGs. Later on, a number of formerly nonpolitical or
hitherto politically marginal IAGmembers transited into the national party-political realm – either
by way of joining older parties or through creation of new political organizations. We have briefly
dealt withmost of this back and forth betweenUkrainian parties and IAGs, as well as their successor
units, within Ukraine’s regular armed forces.

By late 2014, a number of IAG commanders had become members of Ukraine’s post –
Euromaidan national parliament. Some of them had been active in politics already before their
engagement in the armed volunteer movement. Yet, most made the jump into the Verkhovna Rada
via, in light of, and often with explicit reference to, their service within an IAG. Certain IAG
members – for example, the above-mentionedAzov battalion affiliates Kryvoruchko andHolovko –
tried but did notmanage to enter the national parliament as deputies. Still other IAG representatives
were elected to regional and local representative and executive organs, as a result of their
participation in the 2015 oblast’ (region), rayon (district), municipal, and hromada (community)
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elections – a phenomenon we did not cover here comprehensively and worthy of a separate
exploration.

A number of IAG members made quick transitions from and to national-level politics in
postrevolutionary Ukraine. The immediate biographical background of the IAG representatives
entering the Verkhovna Rada in October 2014 played a role in their public profile, popularity, and
rise. A more complicated issue to which our paper contributes, but which is not resolved here
conclusively, is whether the irregular Ukrainian armed formations exerted any notable domestic
political impact during 2014–2015 beyond matters directly related to Ukraine’s confrontation with
Russia. From what we have documented above, it does not appear that the IAGs were a directly
usable political resource for new people’s deputies coming out of the armed volunteermovement, or
for the parties that had developed close links to a volunteer fighting unit. At minimum, the more
alarmist post-Euromaidan warnings about a destabilizing rise of the IAGs and their successor
organizations – a role comparable to, for instance, that of the infamous post–WorldWar I Freikorps
(Free Corps) in Weimar Germany – proved to be overdrawn (Hahn 2015; Aliyev 2018).

A number of graduates of the armed volunteer movement, to be sure, did not hide their political
ambitions,made impressive political careers, and espousedmore or less radical views. Some came to
influence, as individuals, Ukrainian political affairs in one way or another. However, within this
project we did not find significant evidence that IAGs, or their successor units within Ukraine’s
regular forces have – as fighting units equipped with firearms and partly even with heavy weapons –
shaped to notable degrees Kyiv’s domestic policies, the Ukrainian polity, or national-level politics of
post–Euromaidan Ukraine. The exception were certain decisions by Kyiv related to its conflict with
Moscow in which the IAGs themselves participated as fighting (and not political) units – a topic
demanding separate scrutiny. Neither in the period 2014–2015, when the IAGs had been more or
less independent, nor afterward, when most of them were integrated into the troops of the
Ministries of Interior or Defense, did the dobrobaty as armed groups seem to have exerted much
impact, on the president’s, cabinet’s, or parliament’s decision making with regard to – narrowly
defined – internal affairs. This only excluded those relevant governmental decisions that were
related to the interstate confrontation, on Crimea and in the Donbas, with Russia.

Instead, it appears that both the IAGs’ disbandment or transformation into regular units, and the
subsequent transition of a number of well-known IAG leaders to parliamentary politics, quickly
diluted the disruptive political potential that the IAGsmight have had in circamid- and late 2014. As
had earlier been observed in comparative research unrelated to Ukraine, an engagement both of
individual irregular fighters and of entire paramilitary groups in electoral politics can lead to their
pacification. In such cases, the IAGs and their members turn into increasingly ordinary political
actors whoneither use nor threaten to employ their access toweapons for political purposes (Ahram
2011; Acosta 2014). Such a transformation may have also happened in post–Euromaidan Ukraine.

A convincing verification or falsification of this preliminary inference emerging from the above
outline, concerning the pacifying effect of Ukrainian IAG members’ transition to party-political
affairs, demands further investigation. Such research would concern not only personnel interpen-
etration of Ukrainian parties with IAGs, but also other forms of interaction of IAGs with Ukraine’s
legislature and executive, especially during the period 2014–2015. Such future analyses can,
moreover, more deeply advance an integration of the study of post–Euromaidan Ukraine’s
dobrobaty into the international comparative study of IAGs (Ahram 2011; Acosta 2014).
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Notes

1 On recent developments in Ukraine’s party-political and national electoral landscape, see
Fedorenko, Rybiy, and Umland (2016).

2 Mosiichuk either left voluntarily or was kicked out of the Azov battalion, in summer 2014. Hewas
later accused of corruption and had his parliamentary immunity removed, although the court
subsequently ruled that this decision was illegal (Radio Svoboda 2016).

3 Kryvoruchko did not, however, become an MP but became a parliamentary assistant to Lin’ko
(Gonta 2015).

4 Further on Tolopa, see Coynash (2017).
5 According to the Kyiv International Institute of Sociology and Democratic Initiatives Founda-
tion, Samopomich’s rating, as of December 2017, was at 7.0–7.4% (KMIS 2017; Demokratychni
initsiatyvy 2017).

6 The problem, though, may have been also Myloboh himself who, for unknown reasons, decided
not to run in the repeat elections where he had to be replaced, and the choice fell on Semench-
enko. There may have been simply no fully adequate Samopomich alternative for Mylobloh
available.

7 TheMPKostiantynMateichenko, elected on the Popular Front list’s number 26 to theVerkhovna
Rada in 2014, was commander of the battalion “Artemovs’k” (Chalavan interview 2017).

8 The constitutional size of the Ukrainian parliament is 450 MPs. However, as single-member
district elections in Crimea and the uncontrolled parts of Donbas are impossible, 26 seats are left
empty.
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